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So you've made your real estate investment...and now the question is: How are you going to

make it profitable? How will you maximize its potential and make it grow in value? One word:

Management. Hundreds of thousands know bestselling author Ken McElroy as a real estate

investment tycoon. In this book, Ken reveals the key to his success: Exceptional property

management. He teaches you the most important principles and keys to achieving success

where others fail.THE ABC'S OF PROPERTY MANAGEMENT tells readers:How to decide

when to manage your property and when to hire someone to do itHow to implement the right

systems and structures for your investmentHow to manage and maximize cash flowWhat to

expect: A month in the life of an owner-managerHow to find the right property manager (and

avoid the wrong ones)How to assemble a superior management team

About the AuthorKen McElroy, Principal and Co-Partner of MC Companies, has over 26 years

ofsenior level experience in multifamily asset and property management,development. Having

purchased over $400 million in real estate in the past twoyears, Ken brings a unique property

management perspective when estimating aproperty’s potential value. Ken oversees the

company’s asset portfolio and leadsthe day-to-day operations including financial and operating

analysis, investorrelations and business development. An industry veteran, Ken has served

inleadership roles in multi-family asset and property management for more than26 years. He is

also an expert in development, project/constructionmanagement, investment analysis and

acquisitions/dispositions, as well asbusiness development and client relations.MC Companies

is a full-service real estate investment and property managementgroup that since 1985 has

developed, built and managed multi-family housingcommunities. Its current portfolio includes

units in Arizona (Phoenix, Tucson,Goodyear, Scottsdale, Green Valley, and Sun City); Las

Vegas, Nevada; Portland,Oregon; Oklahoma (Oklahoma City and Tulsa) and Texas (Austin,

Dallas,Houston, Plano, and San Antonio).“The MC Companies combined core strengths create

value and is the foundationfor the company we built. For us, a culture of partnership isn’t

something wehang on the wall. It’s something we actually live minute-by-minute when webring

on a new property management contract, run the numbers on anapartment community we’re

thinking about buying or map out the strategicdirection for our company in the coming year. It’s

our mutual respect, ourrespective talents and our combined actions that come into play and

create ourcommitment to Sharing the Good Life with our families, friends, investors,employees

and our family of community residents." --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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covered. However, it is sold with the understanding that the author and publisher are not

engaged in rendering legal, financial, or other professional advice. Laws and practices often

vary from state to state and country to country and if legal or other expert assistance is

required, the services of a professional should be sought. The author and publisher specifically

disclaim any liability that is incurred from the use or application of the contents of this

book.Copyright © 2008, 2014 by Ken McElroy. All rights reserved. Except as permitted under

the U.S. Copyright Act of 1976, no part of this publication may be reproduced, distributed, or

transmitted in any form or by any means or stored in a database or retrieval system, without
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AuthorForewordby Robert KiyosakiThis book has been a long time coming. When I wrote Rich

Dad Poor Dad in 2000, I said that a great property manager was the key to success in real

estate investing. The reason for this is that great property managers create value. That’s

because value, when it comes to investment real estate, is not only a function of markets, but it

also impacts your bottom line. Your real estate is only as valuable as your renters think it is—



what they are willing to pay in rent. Rental income is ultimately the aspect of real estate you

have the most control over. (And thus it’s the aspect that presents the greatest opportunity for

failure as well.)Property managers are valuable members of your team because they specialize

in your real estate market, and they know how to maximize your investment’s income-

producing potential.Thankfully, I’m smart enough to follow my own advice. That is why I sought

out Ken McElroy to be an advisor to me on real estate investing and property management.

Ken is an expert on both. His company owns and manages thousands of apartments across

the United States. His knowledge and experience adds incredible value to my team.That is also

why Ken was the only option when we decided to offer a book on property management. You

may already be familiar with Ken and his work. Perhaps you’ve seen him speak at a Rich Dad

seminar, or maybe you’ve read his best-selling books, The ABCs of Real Estate Investing and

The Advanced Guide to Real Estate Investing. And while Ken is an undeniable expert on the

business of real estate investing, I’m sure he will tell you that his first love and ultimate

expertise is property management—that is, creating value. In the end, it’s what sets Ken far

ahead of the pack. And as he will tell you, it’s the key to what made him the successful investor

and businessman that he is today.While Ken’s previous books were tremendous guides for how

to invest in real estate, this book may be the most important book Ken has written for the Rich

Dad Company. Finding quality real estate deals to invest in is easy. Sustaining those

investments and creating value for those investments is anything but. It takes a keen eye and

management knowhow, something many investors lack.Property management is a long-term

proposition. Finding, buying, and selling real estate is a relatively short process. In my

experience, most real estate investors are taken off guard by the blood, sweat, and tears that

go into effectively managing a property. And as Ken will show you, your preconceived notions

of what it takes to be a great property manager are most likely the stuff of fantasy.But in order

to become a truly great real estate investor, you need a thorough understanding of the

principles of sound property management, the exceptionally large amounts of time and energy

it takes to manage a property effectively, and the ways in which great property management

can bring value to your investments.So if you’re ready to take your real estate investing to the

next level, this book is for you. It will be an invaluable resource. You will learn all these things

and more. Most important, you will learn them from someone I consider to be not only a good

friend and valuable business advisor, but also the expert on the business of property

management and value creation.Robert KiyosakiIntroductionA Jumbo ProblemJumbo had

parked his wheelchair behind some landscaping in the courtyard to provide cover. The

sweltering Phoenix heat was in full force, and beads of sweat rolled down his face as he sat

and listened in silent tension. Slowly his hand moved down to the compartment on his

wheelchair where he kept his semiautomatic. With practiced precision, he flipped the safety off

and waited. The Phoenix police had set up a perimeter around the building.“Don’t make this

any harder on yourself, Jumbo!” the police negotiator called out over the bullhorn, his voice

breaking eerily through the silence and echoing off the building walls. “You’re not getting out of

this. We’ve got the whole building covered. Just come on out and let us take you in. Nice and

easy.”Silence fell over the courtyard again, pierced only by the occasional buzzing of a fly or

the passing of a random car. Jumbo knew he was in serious trouble. Finally, Jumbo

spoke.“Screw—you!” he yelled out.And with that Jumbo’s hands reached for his wheels, and he

raced off through the apartment building and down the courtyard path. It didn’t take long for the

police to catch up to him. In one swift move the police had knocked over his wheelchair and

had Jumbo in cuffs. Just as quickly as it had begun, the standoff was over. When the police

found the semiautomatic and the drugs, it was obvious how much worse the situation could



have been.This story may seem like something out of a crime fiction novel, but stories like this

happen every day and are often great dinner conversation for the property management

industry. The owner of this property was a personal friend who had turned to my company for

help, as he was facing foreclosure.The building had sub-par residents, many with criminal

backgrounds, who were allowed to move in. These residents were basically running the place

by selling drugs and running prostitution rings. The property was unsafe, which was driving all

the good residents out. And because most of the residents weren’t quality residents, most of

the rents weren’t paid on time. In fact, the revenues for the property slipped so low because of

vacancy and nonpayment that most of the normal bills, including the mortgage, couldn’t be

paid. The owner was in dire straits.Jumbo was just one of those seedy residents allowed to

move into the building. He was a known drug dealer with a criminal background who was

wheelchair-bound because of crippling gunshot wounds from a previous drug deal gone

bad.This was just one of many examples and an all-too-real reminder that the lack of good

property management can put any investment in jeopardy.In the end, Jumbo was just the tip of

the iceberg when it came to this building. It was full of criminal activity and unruly sorts. In fact,

one of the main reasons Jumbo was caught by the police was that there were so many police

calls to the property address that the property was a huge liability to the surrounding

neighborhood. Therefore, with our cooperation, the local police set up a police substation at the

property management office and started a surveillance operation from some of the vacant

apartments.I tell you this story not simply because of its shock value, but to dispel the myth

that property management is a dull, no-brainer job. It’s anything but! As you read this book, you

will hear many stories that you may not have expected—or, if you have been managing

property for a while, they may seem all too familiar. The number one job of a property manager

is dealing with residents, and the number one rule of dealing with residents is that there are no

rules. Any time you take hundreds of people with diverse backgrounds, personalities, and

motivations, you have a recipe for the unexpected. The amazing thing about Jumbo’s story is

that it isn’t even shocking to me anymore.Any way you slice it, property management is a down-

and-dirty job. But if it’s done correctly it can add incredible value to your investment. I know this

because I’ve been doing it for over 25 years, and have seen firsthand the power of property

management done right.And after over 25 years in the property management business, there

is one thing I can assure you:Rich Dad TipPoor Management = Poor ProfitBy the way, and this

should not be too much of a surprise to you; poor management in almost every business

usually equals poor profit, not just in property management. I am sure you can relate.One of

the main reasons businesses fail is due to poor management, period. Have you ever been

somewhere and had terrible service? Perhaps a restaurant, a hotel, an automotive shop, or a

retail cashier? In most cases, you would never go back to that place of business. Well, don’t

think you are unique in that experience. The beauty of all this is that for every failing business

there is someone in denial or an ego that is directly responsible. The facts are usually the

same: high turnover, poor training, and poor service.I think of these people and businesses as

donors to your financial future, and that’s how I look at poorly managed properties.Here’s the

StoryThis book is not just about how to manage property or find a good property manager.

Though it covers those things, it’s also about stories. Every property has a story or stories that

tell you as much about what management will be like as the financial statement will.Many

people are surprised when I tell them that a financial statement can tell a story, but it’s true.

Numbers are the universal language, and once you learn how to read them fluently you will be

able to see patterns that will give you a very clear picture of the way a property is being

managed. I can look at any financial statement for any building and in a matter of minutes be



able to determine what is being done right and what is being done wrong in managing that

building. I can tell whether rents should be raised, or even more specifically if the property is

suffering from poor customer service. This book will teach you to listen to professionals in the

property management business no different than you would any other service, and to learn

from the stories others and ultimately your financials will tell you about your investment.The

beauty of managing property is that you don’t have to settle for the story as it is. Rather, you

can create the story as you see fit through sound principles. Do you have a property that is

filled with problems and riffraff? You can rewrite that story; otherwise it will continue to write

itself in the same way. Ultimately, the choices you make in managing your property will

determine your profit.Much as I am writing this book, choosing what direction it will go, what

words to use, and what I wish to tell you, you have the power of changing the story of your

properties and creating a chariot out of a pumpkin if you listen and learn from other property

managers, learn how to read your financials thoroughly, and apply the principles you have

learned. So, let me tell you my story.I’ll just get this out on the table: I wasn’t planning on doing

property management for a living. I jumped at the free rent. I thought the job would be easy

and something to do while I was studying for my real estate license. In other words, I stumbled

into it. A lot of people do.My first job out of college was managing a sixty-unit building where I

both lived and worked. It was my first job out of college. It turned out to be a bigger job than I

ever could have imagined. I was the only staff on-site and responsible for the collection of rent,

leasing of units, all the maintenance, resident communications, and enforcement of rules and

regulations. For this I received a salary of $600 per month and a free one-bedroom apartment.

Rents at that time were running around $300 per month for a one-bedroom, so all said and

done, I was making less than $1,000 per month.Coming out of college with a mountain of debt

due to college loans and never really making any money, I thought it was a great deal. You may

not be coming right out of college, but chances are when it comes to property management,

you’re as naive as I was. “How hard can collecting a few rents be?” I thought to myself. My

education was just about to begin.As is the case with most young adults coming out of the

American education system, with a degree I could hang on my wall, I had no real practical

knowledge and absolutely no financial education. So, while the money I was making wasn’t

anything to write home about, the education I received from that sixty-unit building was

immeasurable. I like to think of it as a paid internship. It takes the edge off a little bit.My first

task was to fire the existing managers. Here I was, a powder-fresh twenty-two-year-old kid

giving the pink slip to someone. The two managers had allowed all their friends to move into

the building and host parties involving alcohol and drugs. As a consequence, rents were

slipping, and policies were not enforced—always a recipe for disastrously devaluing a property.

Beyond that, some of their friends were actually drug dealers and were operating from the

building.I thought firing someone was hard, but it paled in comparison to the work that came

afterward. The problem with coming into a building like that is even though you fire the

managers, the residents are still there. I quickly found out that to be a property manager was to

face resistance in everything you do. People complained, moaning and groaning about

everything. In some cases, residents even threatened me with bodily harm. (Thankfully, no one

ever acted on those threats.)As you can probably tell I was not very popular. It was a very

uncomfortable position for me to be in because I lived in the building and these were my

neighbors. At one point, I came out to find my car tipped over in the street.All sorts of wild

things happened at the Seattle building. For instance, a skinhead stole my wallet. When I

confronted him, he denied it. “Go ahead and check,” he said. I found it in a box on his living

room floor.I had a really nice guy from the building knock on my door with his face all bloodied



and in hysterics because his lover had beaten him up, and when I went up to confront the

resident I was thrust into a three-way lovers’ quarrel.Believe me, there are many more stories

just like these. The point is that lots of crazy stuff happens in property management, stuff you’ll

never learn how to deal with in a classroom.Lucky for me, the company I worked for was a

solid management company and provided all the support I needed. Most importantly, they had

excellent training, systems, policies and procedures, and a central accounting department that

allowed me to do my job efficiently and effectively. I eventually gained more responsibility,

obtained my real estate license, and ended up having a portfolio of eight buildings in the

Seattle metropolitan area—a 100-mile district. These consisted of a variety of building types

from a single-family house to a four-plex, an eight-plex, and a twenty-four-unit building, among

others, for a total of fewer than fifty units.The clients I managed for in this portfolio were

probably much like you. They were part-time real estate investors who still had full-time jobs

and had chosen to hire a third-party management company to oversee their real estate

investments. For this they paid a small percentage of the rent collected. Generally this

consisted of around 6 percent to 10 percent, depending upon the size. At this time rents

averaged around $400 per month, so on the fifty units we collected about $1,600 per month in

property management fees to cover my salary, corporate overhead, and my expenses.Here’s

the rub. This was back in the mid- and late 1980s, and in order to be efficient, I bought a car

phone. Aside from impressing the ladies, this phone was essential since I was driving

hundreds of miles a week in my Volkswagen Scirocco all over the Seattle area to look after the

properties. The problem was that the car phone cost about $500 a month. That coupled with

the gasoline I used equaled about $ 1,000. I was working about sixty hours a week collecting

rents, coordinating maintenance, overseeing legal actions, and showing units. The

management company was losing money because my expenses and their expenses far

exceeded the property management fees. It became easy to see that in order for me to

continue with the company, I had to increase my portfolio and my client base—and fast. This

was one of my very first lessons about business: If I cannot pay for myself, I am

expendable.Beyond that, I still had to deal with the same old crap—literally. One of the biggest

challenges in property management is parking (an old adage goes, “Property management is

simply people, pets, and parking”). In downtown Seattle, I had an ongoing feud with a resident

at one particular building regarding the parking situation. One day I came out to find that the

driver’s window to my Scirocco was broken. I did a quick search, but couldn’t find anything

stolen. I got in the car and set out to do my rounds. I quickly found out the resident had

shoveled dog poop onto my engine—something I discovered about thirty miles down the road

after it had burned into my engine block and started coming through my vents. For weeks on

end, I had a very real reminder of how disgruntled the resident was about the parking situation,

and the fact that I had a car phone didn’t impress the ladies that much anymore.During my

time in Seattle, I was able to expand my client base to a portfolio that equaled 450 units spread

out through twenty buildings in the greater Seattle metropolitan area. Eventually, I had the

opportunity to move to Las Vegas to start a satellite office for the company. I was twenty-six

years old and had four years of property management experience, over 10,000 hours.In Las

Vegas, I initially helped secure a new property management contract for a 900-unit building.

This gave the company a very strong business base in the city to grow from, but this was a

remote location for the Seattle-based company. I relied heavily on the corporate accounting

system, but I was responsible for business growth in Las Vegas, as well as day-to-day

operations.This was the first step in my journey toward starting my own company. When all was

said and done, after eight years in the business I had grown the portfolio in Las Vegas to 4,000



units. The properties I secured were larger and larger, and the profits began to grow for the

company that employed me, but not for me. I became wiser to the game of business, and I

moved to Arizona to form my first company. I was twenty-nine years old.I started my first

company with two partners; one was a friend and business associate whom I had met while

working at my previous employer. Together we grew our company’s portfolio to 4,000 units,

about $1 million in annual revenues, and life seemed to be really hitting on all cylinders.But I

was naive in business, and hadn’t consulted a team before forming my partnership.

Consequently, I made a lot of handshake agreements and trusted a lot of verbal commitments.

The company grew rapidly, but my business partners were much more seasoned than I was. I

learned some big lessons from my first business venture, and I made the decision to move on.

I learned that life’s lessons come at you fast, and what you do with those lessons will

determine your financial future.I now had a taste of owning a business, albeit a failed

partnership, but I had no real assets and little savings. I faced the decision of once again

working for a large national company with a nice six-figure salary, or making a go of it with my

own business.After a couple months on the beach, I decided that I would give the business

world another try, and I started McElroy Management. My lush offices consisted of a computer

in my spare bedroom and one management account, which I visited every day, a 100-mile

round-trip. It was my real first step in the CASHFLOW Quadrant (see chart) from an E to an S

because I no longer had support from a national company, nor could I share the workload with

partners because I didn’t have any.The CASHFLOW Quadrant is a concept that Robert

Kiyosaki and the Rich Dad team speak of frequently, and Robert wrote about it in the book

Rich Dad’s CASHFLOW Quadrant. It is a key concept in the Rich Dad philosophy. Put simply it

states that there are four types of people in the business world: Employees, Self-Employed,

Business Owners, and Investors.Rich Dad TipMost people choose security over freedom.Very

seldom is someone able to just move from an employee to a financially free investor. As Robert

and the Rich Dad team teach, the process of moving through the CASHFLOW Quadrant is a

journey. This was the case for me. My journey took over 15 years.By starting my own business,

I moved from an Employee to a Self-Employed individual. This was the first step toward my

financial freedom. Eventually, I developed McElroy Management into a large business,

overseeing 6,000 units. This made me a business owner and moved me over to the right side

of the CASHFLOW Quadrant—the side where wealth really starts to be generated. If you are

an E or an S and stop working, your cash flow will stop (in the form of a paycheck). If, however,

you are a B or an I, you will have the freedom to create wealth even when you aren’t

working.As Robert says, “Business and investing are team sports.” I took those words to heart

when I met my business partner, Ross McCallister, in 1996, and merged McElroy Management

with his company McCallister Management to form MC Companies. This was the final step in

my CASHFLOW Quadrant journey, as I began not only to manage other people’s investments,

but to invest in much larger properties.Today, my partner, Ross, and I own more than 8,000

units—over $400 million in property—and manage in excess of 5,000. Under the companies

we have eight different corporations that range from ground-up construction to corporate

housing. All of these companies work for us to generate wealth, and not the other way around.

But the CASHFLOW Quadrant is a journey, not an overnight transformation. You have to take

little steps toward your goal of financial freedom. Eventually, they will add up in a big way. In

fact, my very first investment property was a two-bedroom, two-bathroom condominium in

Scottsdale, Arizona, that I bought after I started McElroy Management.After my first book, The

ABCs of Real Estate Investing, was published, I had the opportunity to speak with a lot of

people as I traveled with Robert Kiyosaki and the Rich Dad team around the world. Many had



used the principles in that book to secure their first properties, and thus began the road to true

financial independence. Most didn’t have a clue, however, as to how to go about managing

their investments. I began to see that there was a huge need for a book on property

management.This book is inspired by three questions that I continually receive when I speak

around the world at Rich Dad seminars:• �Should I manage my own property or hire someone to

do it for me?• �How do I find a good property manager?• �How do I hire a good property manager?

As I mentioned before, this book is not only about the mechanical process involved in the

answers to these questions, but also about the stories of those who can give insight into those

answers. What I mean is this, it’s not just about the what, but also the why. So sit back and

relax, because it’s going to be a wild ride as we review some notes from the property

management underground.Section 1Should I Manage My Own Property or Hire Someone to

Do It for Me?Chapter OneSize Doesn’t MatterThe title of this chapter is a little tongue-in-cheek,

but when it comes to applying the principles of good property management, size really doesn’t

matter. Period. When you don’t apply sound property management principles, however, and

things start to go horribly wrong, then this principle applies: The larger the property, the greater

the financial loss.Rich Dad TipSound Principles of Property Management Translate to Success

No Matter What the Size of an InvestmentI can think of two properties that illustrate this point

perfectly. One was a large multifamily property in Arizona my company managed, the other, a

single-family home in Washington that was owned by my inlaws. (All names and identifying

details have been changed.) Not only are these stories tragic in their own way, but they’re also

common. Investors continually make the same mistakes when it comes to managing real

estate, and the effects are devastating no matter what size the property is.It’s Nice but...My

company managed a building in Arizona that perfectly illustrates common mistakes and the

results of not applying sound property management principles. To this day the property is

infamous in my company even though we haven’t managed it for years.
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Natalie Young, “Informative and easy to follow. It did provide a lot of reasons to use a

management company, but in doing so explains common issues with self management and

time consumption. Provided several lists of expectations of the management company.”

atheom, “Well written and detailed. Many books of this nature are more like massive brochures

to buy into the authors’ main program or other sales pitches. Not this book. It is well written

and well detailed that this is really all you need.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Good Property Management Book.. I liked this book a lot it really tells

you a lot I recommend this book if you want to learn about property management.”

Cory Kloter, “Great overall perspective of property management. I liked the detail that he goes

into on the financials on bigger deals.I would recommend this to anyone looking for a property

management company OR becoming a property manager themselves. As an investor myself it

gave me some ideas on self managing and what to look for when I eventually hire a property

manager”

Jose Ferreiras, “A great intro to property management. Gives you the tools and advise needed

to make a decision whether to manage your own property or hire a property management

company. Love the way that there are real stories and examples because it helps you relate to

every situation that the author describes.”

Tara Cheatham, “Excellent. Ready to learn!!!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Good starter. Good intro into property management. This book will not

tell you the inside business of a property management company. It will show you the benefits of

choosing a property manager to run your properties.”

Eden Rebel Rose, “Love it! The go to book for beginners. Love itThis one got me hooked on

Real Estate.Like all Rich Dad Books, the topic is explained like magic. Very

comprehensive.This is your go to book if you are a true beginner”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Solid very goiod book. Very goid info. Touches on all aspects of property

management and gied into great details. Very goiod book. Thanks for shating this knowledge”

Cliente de Ebook Tops, “Buen libro. Me gusta lo meticuloso que es el autor, realmente te da los

puntos claves ala hora de elegir una propiedad y como escoger un administrador adecuado de

acuerdo a tus necesidades”

Federico Tomas Embid, “todo ok. correcto”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Parfait cadeau. Renseignements utiles”

The book by Ken McElroy has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 316 people have provided feedback.
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